“Through its Scholars, the Jackie Robinson Foundation builds a community of leaders and achievers on every campus it touches. Being part of the JRF family instills confidence and provides a sense of community that will continue long after we graduate from college.”

Alexandria Chima, ’19
UCLA

Application Timeline

November 1st  Application goes live at www.jackierobinson.org
February 1st, 5pm ET  All components of application are due
Month of May  In-person interviews
June 15th  Final notification

The Jackie Robinson Foundation
One Hudson Square
75 Varick Street, 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10013-1917
jackierobinson.org
**JRF’s Mission**
The Jackie Robinson Foundation (JRF) is a national, not-for-profit, organization founded in 1973 to carry on the legacy of Jackie Robinson through increased access to higher education for underserved populations. Uniquely, JRF provides its Scholars with generous four-year college scholarships in conjunction with comprehensive guidance resulting in a near 100% college graduation rate.

**Foundation At A Glance**
Over a 44-year history, $75 million has been provided in scholarship assistance and program support to deserving students of color.

- There are 1,500 JRF alumni who have participated in the program and received scholarships.
- JRF Scholars maintain a nearly 100% graduation rate; more than double the national average for minority students.
- JRF Scholars receive up to $30,000 over four years in financial assistance.
- JRF “Extra Innings Fellows” are awarded up to $10,000 in financial support per year for graduate studies.

**JRF Scholarship Program**
The Jackie Robinson Foundation Scholarship Program provides a multi-faceted experience designed to not only address the financial needs of minority students who aspire to attend college but to also provide comprehensive mentoring services through its *42 Strategies for Success Curriculum.*

*The Program’s components include:*
- Up to $30,000 over four-years to complement the financial aid they receive from their colleges and universities.
- Hands-on mentoring by volunteer Scholar Advisory Committee members, corporate and university partners, and JRF Alumni.
- Internship placement and permanent employment opportunities.
- Year-round online and regional programming.
- Four-day mentoring, leadership, and practical life skills conference each spring in New York City.
- Community service requirement and facilitation.

**Eligibility**
To be eligible for a Jackie Robinson Foundation Scholarship, an applicant must:
- Be a graduating high school senior
- Plan to attend an accredited and approved four-year institution within U.S.
- Show leadership potential
- Demonstrate a dedication to community service
- Present evidence of financial need
- Be a U.S. citizen
- Have a minimum SAT score of 1,000 (Math and Critical Reading combined) OR a composite ACT score of 21
- Not possess a degree from a 2 or 4-year College when applying for the scholarship

**Required Application Components**
The required components of the Jackie Robinson Foundation application are:
- The online application, found at www.jackierobinson.org
- A digital headshot
- One letter of recommendation
- SAT or ACT scores